Renascence, 2016
22 B/W silver gelatin and 22 intaglio prints
The “Renascence” series is a dialogue between the Artists. Sylvia responds to Bob’s photograph of
dead abandoned spaces by rebirthing them into colorful abstractions. Bob creates a haiku, based on
the voice of his photograph, which Sylvia expands upon in free verse she calls “Fortune Cookie
Wisdom”
Wisdom Capsules, 2010-2018
A toy capsule dispenser of wisdoms and advice from Sylvia’s artist book entitled “New
Perceptions”. Please help yourself (tokens available at the reception).
Ghosts 2017-2018
10 B/W Metallic Photo prints and 10 acrylic and pigment ink paintings on paper
Bob’s photographs of abandoned circumstances include figures, faces, and body parts hidden and
haunting the image. Can you find them? These images are abstracted in Sylvia’s paintings with spirit
messages written backwards and floating body-less faces.
The Renascence Sketchbooks, 2017-18
3 large and 1 small Moleskine® Sketchbooks, pigment inks, silver gelatin photographs
A collection of written and illustrated dialogues between the artists, the sketchbooks being handed
back and forth over the period of almost a year.
Passageway, 2015-2018
Canvas, Acrylic paint, 12k gold leaf, pigment ink, MP3 player, earphones
An arched enclave of canvas by Sylvia which includes texts by Bob, invites the onlooker to sit and
experience a guided meditation on letting go of what is finished and move on.
Perceptions Filters, Sylvia Eichmann 2018-2019
Habotai Silk, thread, mirrors, dye, film projection
A projection of the artist’s face, filtered through layers of sewn and dyed fabric signifying the ever
evolving psychological filters, interpretations, principles and assumptions that color our perceptions.
Nanissáanah, Robert Compagna 1999/2018
12 Silver Gelatin Prints, pigment ink
A contemporary photographic and written interpretation of Meskwaki and Taos Pueblo people to make
rise again the spirit of Northern Paiute leader Wovoka’s Ghost Dance, which was done to bring back the
elders from the other side to make right this contemporary world.

